Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 
Geoff Watts: Light travels in a vacuum at 186,000 miles per second always and everywhere,Einstein said so,end of story.Well not quite.Some scientists are questioning whether all the constants of physics are really quite as constant as we've always been told.Top of the list now up for reexamination is the speed of light,which may actually be lower now than it was in the far distant past.It seems that abandoning the assumption that speed of light has never varied would allow physicists to offer simpler explanations for all sorts of observations and events.It may sound like moving the goal posts,but John Barrow [Ref: Protext Files: SN1/2.txt:[Maths 1] Barrow 1 {Email};[Maths 1] Barrow 1 "Maths is Everywhere":Green Folder:"Patterns Emerging from a Complex World";"Maths is Everywhere"],one of the band of men with the nerve to think the unthinkable says not. 

John Barrow : One of the motivations for opening this type of can of worms is that cosmologists, scientists who try to reconstruct the every early history of the universe,back to the first fraction of a second,are dealing with an environment where conditions are completely different to what we experience today.Extremes of density and temperature,and we know that new physics and new forces and interactions come into play,and in particular they can sometimes be rather sudden changes of things,what we would call a "phase transition",rather like ice melting or water turning into steam.We're interested to explore whether there could be such a sudden change which would create a difference in the speed at which light was travelling. 

Geoff Watts: Well a great deal of physics of course,relies on the speed of light as a constant, E=Mc^2,that familiar equation.Wouldn't having a variable speed of light...or wouldn't removing the uniqueness,the constancy of the speed of light,produce all sorts of mayhem in physics? 

John Barrow : Well it would certainly create changes,but that may be an attractive feature,one of the challenges at the moment to physicists is to try and find a way of uniting the different theories we have separate forces of nature,forces some of which are familiar to us like gravity and electricity and magnetism,radioactivity and nuclear forces.We have very good theories of all these forces but they're different theories, 
[Maybe that's because they are different things.Why MUST they be explainable by a single overarching explanation? It maybe that the universe won't conform to a single overarching explanation and thus it would be like trying to shoehorn the universe into man's conception of it as a single entity when really it was a collection of unlike things -LB] 
and physicists believe that the universe shouldn't be governed by 4 or 5 different legislations,but there should be just one, 
[Yes but that is a BELIEF,and unless they can find a single unifying explanation it will remain a belief -LB] 
and all these separate forces like radioactivity and gravity who's effects we experience today,should be just different manifestations of a single underlying,perhaps super force.But getting all those different pieces of this jigsaw puzzle of forces to joining together to create one underlying force,is a very complicated mathematical business,it's one that physicists work on very hard,and in trying to do it they've discovered that all sorts of prejudices [Beliefs -LB] have had to be given up.That some of the things that we believed to be rules and regulations of nature today cannot always have been maintained in the past [That is,if there WAS a past to have it maintained in -LB [Science 3] Timeless].So we're really investigating whether the constancy of the speed of light is another one of these features of the universe which is very well attested to when the universe gets old and cools off and looks pretty much like it does today.But when you go back to the first few seconds of its evolution and its history,it would have been enormously denser and hotter than it is today,and that's an environment where physics will behave differently in some respects,there will be laws that dominate proceedings that we see very little evidence of today.What we have been doing is looking at the way light behaves in detail in distant quasars billions of light years away,to look at the pattern of light that's emitted by particular atoms,iron and magnesium and zinc,and then compare that with the patterns in the laboratory on Earth,and this can tell us whether those constants of nature which control the way that light's emitted,things like the speed of light,or the basic unit of electricity,whether they are the same in that distant quasar and were the same billions of years ago when the light left,as they are in the laboratory today. 

Geoff Watts: So all though you haven't got experimental evidence yet,potentially you might have it? 

John Barrow : Well,we found the first tentative evidence that there might be some difference in the fine structure constant as it is called,involving these basic constants,out several billion light years away compared with what it is today. 
[How can you measure a light year,if the speed of light changes over the distance you're measuring? -LB] 
So we now have further observations,further investigations to see if that intimation can be sustained. 

Geoff Watts: John Barrow,Professor of Maths at the University of Cambridge.Roger a quick comment from you ,a variable speed of light,how does that grab you? 

Roger Highfield : Well (chuckles) gosh! I mean ,poor old Einstein who in 1905 postulated the constancy of the speed of light in his Special Relativity paper I think he must be spinning in his grave to hear all of that. 

Geoff Watts: Yes you can almost hear the whirring can't you!? (Roger laughs) 

Roger Highfield : It does remind me though about the old joke about cosmology,that there's speculation, there's pure speculation and there's cosmology (Geoff chuckles),but I was very encouraged to hear John Barrow talk about experiments to check this out,and certainly in the last couple of years I can remember there was an intriguing paper by a team at the University of Rochester in the States, where they found the equivalent of a sort of "This way up" label on the universe (Geoff chuckles),where they'd been tracing polarised radio waves and found that they seemed to get an extra spin in their rotation every billion years of travel if they went along one particular axis in space,so there might be something strange going on there,but I think probably best to remain sceptical in Einstein's honour until we get some very hard experimental results. 

Geoff Watts: Yes I wholeheartedly agree,that's quite enough mind-boggling for this week,thanks Roger. Roger Highfield from the Telegraph,and that is it from another week from Leading Edge,next time gender-bending chemicals,are they really emasculating the population? 





